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L£k) T - • ABSTRACT
An electron spin resonance analysis of irradiated zinc acetate
dihydrate, Zn(CH3COO)2*2H20 has been made. The methyl radical, -CH3 has
been identified in the spectra of polycrystalline samples irradiated at
77°K and examined at 103°K. The proton hyperfine splitting was determined
to be -61.7 + 1.0 Mc. The conversion of "CHo into a radical tentatively
identified as -CH2C02 was observed. The conversion is believed to occur
too rapidly to be observed in spectra of samples irradiated at 300°K.
The X, Y, Z components of the hyperfine interaction tensors of the °<i
and c*2 protons of 'CH2CO2 have been tentatively determined to be
:-92 ± 5, -64 + 5, -24 + 5; and -91+5, -60+5, -38 ± 5Mc respectively.
The X, Y, Z orthogonal axis system was formulated with the Z axis along
the CH^ bond and the X axis perpendicular to Z and in the plane of the
CH and CC bonds. The tensor elements were calculated from first order
perturbation theory although second order lines of significant intensity
were observed. The H^CI^ angle was found to be 123.5° + 5°. The limits
of error on tensor components and the bond angle were estimated. Orien-
tations of the CH bonds were found to be rotated 90° about the b axis
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1. Introduction
Extensive studies of the electron spin resonance spectra of the
free radicals present in various liquids and solid matrices have been
made (4) , (12) , (23) . In the liquid phase, rapid tumbling of the
molecules has the effect of averaging out the anisotropics of the hyper-
fine coupling tensor and the electron spectroscopic splitting tensor
(22) , (24) . Because of this time averaging effect the analysis of liquid
phase electron spin resonance spectra is, in principle, quite straight-
forward (5) . In the solid state most of the analyses have been carried
out using single crystal hosts thus positioning the radicals at well
defined orientations in the crystal lattice (23) . However, spectra of
free radicals trapped in polycrystalline samples are in general most
difficult to interpret since, because of the anisotropy, the resonance
lines are somewhat broadened and tend to obscure the weaker resonance
signals (7) .
An ideal way to attack the problem of radical identification in
polycrystalline lattices would be: (a) formulate a model for each
radical whose presence is suspected; (b) determine the associated ten-
sors; (c) calculate the theoretical line shapes; and (d) compare the
experimental spectra with that calculated to determine whether a proper
identification of the paramagnetic species has been made.
The use of computers to calculate the theoretical spectra in the
case of amorphous or polycrystalline samples has been the subject of
several papers (3) , (8) , (18) , (19) . Such a computation usually involves
a spatial average over different magnetic site orientations. The general
treatment of the problem is quite detailed and arrival at a solution is
a time consuming process even for a computer.
The purposes of this investigation were: (a) to formulate a more
efficient means in terms of required computer time of predicting line
shapes for free radicals trapped in polyoriented hosts; (b) to under-
take the study of radiation damage in a polycrystalline sample; and
(c) to attempt to grow single crystals of the material and perform a
spectral interpretation if an initial polycrystalline study showed
promise, or attempt to extract data using the polycrystalline spectral
prediction program if either the difficulty of obtaining single crystals
or the existence of many inequivalent magnetic sites in the unit cell
made a single crystal analysis impractical.
An initial study of irradiated sodium acetate trihydrate was
abruptly terminated by the untimely publication of its analysis (14)
.
In hopes of finding another material which, when irradiated, might yield
analogous results, a routine investigation of free radical formation
in irradiated acetates was undertaken. As a result of this, zinc acetate
dihydrate, ZnCCH^COO) 2
•
2E2Q\ wa s selected to be studied.
A literature search revealed that a previous study of irradiated
zinc acetate dihydrate resulted in the identification of the methyl
radical (15) . An initial study of polycrystalline samples irradiated
at 77°K and examined at 103°K confirmed the presence of the methyl
radical. However, the study further revealed: (a) that the methyl
radical undergoes an apparent conversion into a new species; (b) that
spectra identical to those observed after conversion result when samples
are irradiated and observed at room temperature, implying that conver-
sion occurs rapidly under these conditions; and (c) that the centerline
of the spectrum of samples irradiated at 300 K seems to split as the
sample temperature is lowered. In view of these observations it was
decided that further study of radiation damage in zinc acetate dihydrate
was justified.
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Thus, the investigation was pursued in hopes that: (a) an identi-
fication of the species present after conversion could be made; (b) the
coupling constants, orientation in the crystal and bond angles of the
radical could be determined; and (c) that a suitable explanation for
the behavior with temperature variation could be found.
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2. The Spin Hamiltonian
A general spin Hamiltonian which describes the interaction of
nuclei and an electron in an external magnetic field H for the case of
quenched orbital angular momentum can be written as
•K-^H-i-S - £ fc/fcH-Ii +2r; K.S'Ar ii (2), (28)
The first term represents the Zeeman energy, the energy of interaction
of the electron spin moment with the external magnetic field. & is the
Bohr magneton; S is the electronic spin; and g is the spectroscopic
splitting tensor. The second term is the summation of the Zeeman energy
of the nuclei where 1^ is the spin of the ith nucleus and fr • is the
gyromagnetic ratio of the ith nucleus. The third term represents the
summation of the energy of the hyperfine interaction between the elec-
tronic spin S and the spin of the ith nucleus I-. A. is the hyperfine
interaction tensor.
The g tensor is anisotropic when the electron possesses both spin
and angular momentum (6) . The anisotropy is believed to be caused by
spin-orbit interaction between the zeroth state and excited states of
the radical (21) . In molecules with negligible spin-orbit interaction
the hyperfine interaction tensor's anisotropy is a result of dipole-
dipole interaction between 6? e , the magnetic moment of the electron,
and Mm , the magnetic moment of the ith nucleus (1) , (7) .
Since to first order the nuclear Zeeman energy may be neglected
it will not be considered in the calculations which follow.
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3. The Polycrystalline Calculation
3.1 A First Order Approximation to the Spin Hamiltonian
In order to perform the polycrystalline calculation, an
expression which is a suitable approximation to first order of the spin
Hamiltonian must be developed so that it may be used in performing a
spacial average of the existing magnetic sites. This can be accomplished
by expressing the g and A^ tensors in terms of their principal values and
trigonometric functions.
When an external magnetic field H is oriented at a polar angle
9 and and azimuthal angle with respect to the principal axis system
of the hyperfine interaction tensor of a nucleus, as shown in Figure 1
for an ©< proton, the magnitude of the coupling constant may be expressed
to first order as
a= (Axx
2Sin29Cos 2 + Ayy
2Sin29Sin2 + AZ2
2Cos 2 9) * (2)
Since the principal axis systems of the A and g tensors are
found to coincide in many cases because of symmetry, to first order the










Cos 2 9) * (17), (28)
Combining the above expressions and neglecting the Zeeman energy of
the nuclei the transitions to first order are given by the expression




2Sin29Cos 2 + Ayy
2Sin29Sin2 + Azz
2Cos 29)^
Here -\) is the transition frequency and M
T
is the projection of the
nuclear spin in the direction of the magnetic field due to the electron.
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Figure 1. The principal axis coordinate system for the hyperfine inter-
action tensor of an « proton. H represents a magnetic field
oriented at a polar angle 9 and an az imuthal angle with
respect to the axis system.
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3.2 The Effect of Polyorientation on Absorption Intensity
In an amorphous or polyoriented sample all orientations of
the crystal field principal axes are equally likely (16) , (26) . There-
fore, a means of predicting the effect of having all orientations
present for the case of complete anisotropy must be found. The relative
number of free radicals N present between the angle 9 (measured from the
z axis) and the angle 9 + d9 is given by
N « k sin 9 d9
where k is a constant of proportionality. Inasmuch as power absorption
intensity is proportional to the number of radicals present the expected
absorption intensity due to the radical population with a value at 9
will therefore be proportional to sin 9.
3.3 The Computer Program
In order to perform the calculation, modifications were made
to an existing program which computed spectra for all cases of isotropic
g and A (29) . This program was rewritten so that line positions and
intensities were computed for the radicals at a polar angle 9 as
described in Section 3.2, by incrementing at a particular value of 9.
The intensities of the lines computed for a particular value of 9 were
then multiplied by sin 9 so as to account for the radical population at
9. 9 was then incremented and the procedure repeated. The first deriv-
ative of the power absorption spectrum of the polycrystalline sample was
then constructed by substituting Lorentzian derivative line shapes for
all of the computed spectral lines and summing them.
It should be borne in mind that the program was developed with
a preconceived realization that it would only be useful for predicting
polycrystalline spectra for cases where small anisotropies exist.
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3.4 Results
The ESR spectrum of x-rayed polycrystalline ammonium per-
chlorate, NH4CIO4, was produced in the laboratory. Concurrently, a
calculation was performed to predict the spectrum using the radical
and parameter identifications made by Cole (6) . Inasmuch as the an-
isotropics encountered in ammonium perchlorate are fairly small, it was
felt that this comparison would be an excellent means of testing the
program. The results are illustrated in Figure 2. Although a basic
agreement is apparent, several shoulders present in the experimental
spectrum do not occur in the predicted spectrum. In addition to this,
there is obviously some disagreement in the intensities of several of
the lines. As a further test of the program, an attempt was made to
predict the spectrum of the radical F00* reported by Kasai and Kir-
shenbaum (13) . Figure 3 shows a comparison of the spectrum reported
(13) for F00* from O2F2 with that computed. Again, only a basic agree'
ment can be claimed.
At this point it was decided that further development of the
polycrystalline spectral prediction program would not be pursued as it
was felt that the time remaining for the investigation could best be
utilized in the pursuit of an analysis of irradiated zinc acetate
dihydrate.
16
Figure 2. The predicted (top) and observed (bottom) ESR spectrum





Figure 3. The predicted (top) and observed (bottom, reported by Kasai,
et al (13)) ESB spectrum of the FOO radical from O-F*.
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4. Experimental
4.1 Materials and Instruments
Single crystals of zinc acetate dihydrate were grown from
saturated aqueous solutions by the slow evaporation method. The crystals
are monoclinic with space group C2/c. The unit cell contains only four
o a a
formula units and has dimensions a = 14.50A, b = 5.32A, c 11.02A, and
& = 100°-0". The zinc atoms lie on a twofold axis (27). Although
there are four formula units in the unit cell, only two magnetically
inequivalent sites for radical formation should occur because of this
particular crystal structure.
Single and polycrystalline samples were exposed to x-irradiation
at 50KV and 20ma for from 1 to 2 hours at a distance of 6.5 cm from the
molybdinum target. Several polycrystalline samples were irradiated at
77°K. Temperature control was accomplished by immersing samples sealed in
4 mm O.D., 3 mm I.D. quartz tubing in a polystyrene ice bucket filled with
liquid nitrogen. All other irradiations were made at room temperature.
The ESR spectrometer used was a Varian V-4502-13 with a Fiedial
V-FR 2503 magnetic field regulation and a nine inch magnet, using lOOkc
modulation, and a conventional reflection type cavity equipped with a
Varian variable temperature control unit.
4.2 The Identification of the Crystal Axes in the Macroscopic Crystal
The majority of the crystals grown had macroscopic appearances
similar to that illustrated in Figure 4. The crystal faces and axes were
identified by optically determining the angle between the (100) and (001)
faces. The angle was found to be 80o -21'. The reported value is
80°-00' (27). Further evidence for the location of the b axis was




Figure 4. A single crystal of zinc acetate dihydrate shown in two planes,
The crystallographic axes a b c and the orthogonal axis system
y z 1 are illustrated. Crystal dimensions have been
enlarged by a factor of 10.
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along the proposed b axis in agreement with the observations of Schoening,
et al (27) . Figure 4 also illustrates the locations of the crystallo-
graphic axes, a, b, c, and the location of the orthogonal x', y', z'
axis system. The latter system will be used as the crystals reference
axis system; and henceforth all referrals to the crystals axis system
are defined in the x', y 1 , z' system.
4.3 The Initial Polycrystalline Investigation
After being irradiated at 77°K the polycrystalline samples
were tapped to the opposite ends of their sealed quartz containers while
still emersed in liquid nitrogen so that irradiated portions of the
quartz tubing would not enter the spectrometer cavity. The tubing was
then quickly transferred to the cavity which had been precooled to 103°K.
As a matter of routine investigation, spectra were taken with the sample
at various temperatures from 103°K to 300°K. One set of spectra taken
at 103°K revealed that a paramagnetic species which is initially pro-
duced as a result of irradiation undergoes conversion into another
species in a short time. The second species was found to be quite stable
at room temperature. Several spectra illustrating the conversion are
shown in Figure 5.
Spectra identical to those seen after conversion were observed
when polycrystalline samples were irradiated and examined at room temper-
ature immediately after irradiation. This apparently implies that con-
version occurs quite rapidly in these samples.
In order to gain further knowledge of the second species, the
procedure was reversed and spectra were taken with the sample at various
temperatures from 300°K to 103°K. Some of the spectra are shown in
21
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Figure 5. ESR spectra of polycrystalline zinc acetate dihydrate irra-
diated at 77°K and examined at 103°K at various times. The




Figure 6. A noticeable deterioration of resolution with decreasing
temperature is apparent. Nevertheless, it was felt that the spectra
revealed that the centerline splits as the temperature of the sample
is lowered.
4.4 The Single Crystal Line Splitting Experiment
A study of irradiated single crystals of zinc acetate di-
hydrate was undertaken in hopes of obtaining further information about
the paramagnetic species present after conversion has taken place.
An irradiated crystal was positioned in the magnetic field
such that its axis system was coincident with the unprimed x,y,z
laboratory reference system. The z axis is defined to be horizontal
and in the direction of the magnetic field; the y axis points verti-
cally upward; and the direction of the x axis is defined by the cross
product y x z. Spectral observations were made at temperatures from
20°C to -140°C in intervals of 20°. Figure 7 shows conclusively that
the centerline of the initial spectrum does indeed split into two lines
as the temperature is decreased.
4.5 The Tensor Determination Experiment
In order to accumulate the data necessary for determination
of the tensor elements of g and A for the second paramagnetic species
observed in the polycrystalline experiment, a series of spectra were
obtained for three orientations of irradiated single crystals in the
magnetic field. The orientations correspond to rotations about each
of the crystals reference axes.
An irradiated crystal was mounted on a flat which had been
ground parallel and to the depth of the longitudinal axis of a quartz
rod for rotations about the y' and z 1 axes. The crystal was mounted
in such a way that the desired axis of rotation would be parallel to
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the longitudinal axis of the rod. An identical flat ground at the
opposite end of the rod was optically determined to be parallel to the
flat used for mounting to within %°. The rod was then clipped to an
angle indicator positioned so as to be suspended over the center of the
spectrometer cavity. It was estimated that the angular position of the
crystal could be measured accurately to within + 1° by this apparatus.
Rotation of the crystal about its x' axis was accomplished as described
above with the exception of the mounting procedure. Here the crystal
was mounted on the end of a quartz rod. The end had been ground so as
to be perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the rod. An optical
measurement implied that the end was within 1° of perpendicularity with
the axis. A flat ground into the opposite end of the rod as described
above allowed the rod to be coupled to the angle indicator.
The observations were made at a temperature of 133°K as both
splitting and signal to noise were optimal at this temperature. Spectra
were taken at 15° rotational intervals about the y' and z' axes, whereas




Figure 6. The temperature dependence of the ESR spectrum of the radical
present in irradiated polycrystalline zinc acetate dihydrate
after conversion has occurred. The splitting of the centerline










Figure 7. The temperature dependence of the ESR spectrum of the radical
present in irradiated single crystals of zinc acetate dihydrate
after conversion has occurred. The splitting of the centerline






5. The Effect of Rate Processes on Line Shapes
An investigation of the literature revealed that rate process
phenomena have been observed in magnetic resonance studies (10) . Assuming
that the process responsible for the splitting observed in the temper-
ature experiment was interatomic exchange a detailed study of the
phenomena was undertaken.
One of the simplest examples of these phenomena would be the case
of a nuclear spin moving at random between two sites A and B with
different chemical shifts. If the exchange rate between the two sites
is rapid, one line, characteristic of the average environment of the
nucleus, will be observed. If the exchange rate is slow, two separate
signals will be seen.
An expression for the expected line shape may be developed by
modifying the Bloch equations to include the effects of exchange.
Ordinarily the solutions to the Bloch equations give the variation of
macroscopic magnetic moment M per unit volume. However, for the purposes
of this particular application a rotating coordinate system is more
useful.
If we express components of nuclear magnetization in the rotating
coordinate system, equations for the total magnetization due to the
sites A and B may be written as:
u = uA + uB
v = vA + vB
M„ - M^ + M?
z z z
where u denotes the components of nuclear magnetization in phase with
the effective rotating component of the rf field, v represents those
out of phase with the rotating field, and M represents those in the
direction of the stationary field (20)
.
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If Hp the strength of the rotating field, is small (no saturation)
M = M
,
its equilibrium value (11) and u and v may be expressed as:
4a + Wa/Tia *a^aVa - u6 /rB = o
N^* Na/T^a -^vjjaUa ~VB/r6 = -tfr\,Mo A
'•2 A and '2 8 are defined
and
I/Txa = 1/TxA t I/Ta
I / TtR = f/T^ + i/r,
where T2A and T«B are the transverse relaxation times and T* and T_
are the first order lifetimes of the nucleus in A and B (20)
.
If we now define the complex moments Ga and GB as
G = uA + ivA
GB = uB + ivB
the following equations for GA and GB may be obtained:
GA+ AGA i ^H^oA + GB/T B - GA / TA (5-1)
GB+ BGB = i ^nHlMoB + GA/T A - GB/T B (5-2)
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where o( ^ and c< B are given by the complex quantities
T2A
and
°<B " l^2B ' K-B "^) (")
Equations (5-1) and (5-2) represent the Bloch equations modified to
account for exchange between site A and B.
For the case of slow passage G^ = Gg = (25) G the total complex
moment is given by
i ^H^ ( TA+ 7B > + TA T B ^ *ApB+ *BPA>
ci + <x A -rA)<i +<* b Tb> -
1
(5 " 3)
where P., the probability of the nucleus being at site A, and P , the
probability of the nucleus being at site B, are defined as
*A= T7% and P fi = T*
Ta+Tb tA+ 7 B
A general expression for the absorption line shape may now be developed
by expanding equation (5-3) and retaining only the imaginary portions.
The results as reported by Gutowsky and Holm (9) are given by
(5-4)
For the case where the transverse lattice relaxation times Tja and T„_




. T - ^A ^Bwhere \ = —; —
-




Q - T [_%( ^ A+ ^ B) - ^]
R » [%( ^ A+ ^ fi) - — ] [l + 2 T /T2 ]
A plot of dF
(
^j ) /dw vs w was made for various values of • , half
of the lifetime of either site, as shown in Figure 8. It is quite
obvious that as \ is increased from an initial value of zero corres-
ponding to coincidence of sites A and B, a splitting similar to that
observed in the temperature experiment occurs.
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0.0 sec
= 5.61 x 10 rad/sec
= 5.60 x 10 iU rad/sec
= 1.11 x 10 sec
1.0 x 10
Figure 8. Variations in the first derivative of the shape function
F( ) with decreasing exchange rate ietween two positions
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6. Spectrum Interpretation
6.1 The Polycrystalline Spectra
The ESR spectrum of polycrystalline samples irradiated at
77°K and examined at 103°K during the time prior to conversion consists
of four lines having relative intensities of 1:3:3:1 and equal splittings
of 61.7Mc. An investigation of the literature revealed that the spectrum
reported by Kispert and Rogers (14) for the methyl radical in single
crystals of sodium acetate trihydrate irradiated and observed at 77°K
was quite similar to the experimental spectrum of zinc acetate dihydrate
described above. The proton hyperfine splitting reported for the methyl
radical was 63.1 Mc (14). The experimental spectrum for zinc acetate
dihydrate and a spectrum reproduced from the work of Kispert and Rogers
(14) are shown in Figure 9. In view of the excellent agreement of the
two spectra the paramagnetic species which undergoes conversion to a
second species in polycrystalline zinc acetate dihydrate irradiated at
77 K was identified as the methyl radical.
Because of the availability of single crystals no attempt was
made to identify the second species from polycrystalline spectra.
6.2 The Radical -C^CO^ A Proposed Model
The radical present after conversion in irradiated zinc
acetate dihydrate was proposed to be -CI^CC^. Since a study of the
•CH2CO2H radical present in irradiated acetic acid (30) revealed that
it has a non-planar structure it was felt that it would be quite logical
to assume that the structure of -CH2CO2 would be similar. A non-planar
structure having an angle of 120° between the 02^ and C2H2 bonds was,
therefore, assumed for the model. A sketch of the structure is illus-




Figure 9. A comparison of the ESR spectrum of polycr ystalline zinc
acetate diiydrate irradiated at 7 7°K and examined at 103°K
(top) and i:,ie ESR spectrum of sodium acetate trihydrate




Figure 10. A structural model for -Ch^CC^ with the principal axes of H,
defined. Note that t he structure is assumed to be non-planar,
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Figure 7 is in accord with that expected from this model; as for all
orientations about the y 1 axis (which is coincident with the two-fold
crystallographic axis) the two magnetic sites are equivalent. The line
splitting observed in the temperature experiment may be explained as
being the result of hindered internal rotation of the two protons about
the oc -carbon.
The tensor determination experiment provided further evidence
for the -CH2CO2 model. Rotations about the y 1 axis exhibited equivalence
of the two magnetic sites for all orientations about the two-fold axis.
Some of these spectra are shown in Figure 11. Second order effects of
significant intensity were noted when the angle between the y' z' plane
and the magnetic field was 45°. This is also shown in Figure 11. The
inequivalence of the sites was apparent in the spectra taken for orien-
tations about the x' and z 1 axes. Some spectra for rotations about the
x' and z 1 axes are shown in Figures 12 and 13. As predicted by Morton
(23) , no site splitting (inequivalence) was observed when the two-fold
axis was positioned parallel to the magnetic field.
The complexity of the spectra for all orientations about the
x' and z 1 axes between 0° and 90° was believed to be significantly
increased because of the presence of strong second order lines.
6.3 The Expected cK Proton Coupling Tensors
Assuming the positions indicated in Figure 10 for the hydrogen
atoms of the <x-carbon a principal axis system for the H, proton was
defined, with the Z axis along the C2H1 bond, the X axis perpendicular
to Z and in the plane of the C2H1 and Cj^C2 bonds and the Y axis mutually
perpendicular to X and Z. The principal values for an c<proton hyper-
fine interaction tensor, expressed in the reference system described
38
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Figure 11. ESR spectra of the-C^CC^ radical from an irradiated single
crystal of zinc acetate dihydrate. The magnetic field perpen-
dicular to the two-fold axis and in the x', z' plane.
39
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Figure 12 tlSR spectra of the 'Cl^CC^ radical from an irradiated single
crystal of zinc acetate dihydrate. The magnetic field perpen-





Figure 13. ESR spectra of the 'CI^COo radical from an irradiated single
crystal of zinc acetate dihydrate. The magnetic field perpen-
dicular to the z 1 axis and in the x' y' plane.
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above, have been found to be ; kvv = -91Mc; A.... - -61Mc; andxa yy
AZ2 -29Mc (21) . The direction cosines of the X, Y and Z axes with
respect to the orthogonal x', y' , z' crystal axis system were calcu-
lated using the atomic coordinates of one molecule of zinc acetate
dihydrate reported by Schoening, et al (27) .





z' axis system by performing the matrix multiplications
indicated in the expression
B = TAT"
where A is the matrix of the coupling tensor of H, expressed in the
X, Y, Z coordinate system; T is the transformation matrix formed from
the direction cosines locating the x, y, and z axes with respect to
the primed coordinate system; T' is the transpose of T; and B, the
resulting matrix, represents the hyperfine interaction tensor of Hj»
expressed in the x'
,
y', z' crystal axis system. In a like manner
principal axes for H2 were defined, direction cosines locating these
axes with respect to the primed coordinate system were calculated, and
the hyperfine interaction tensor of H2 was expressed in the crystal
reference axis system. The direction cosines and the matrices of the
resulting hyperfine interaction tensors of H^ and H2 are given in
Table 1.
Although there are two inequivalent magnetic sites for the
acetate ions in the unit cell as shown in Figure 14, the radicals are
related by a rotation about the two fold crystal axis. Therefore, the
43





hyperfine interaction tensors for the H^ and H2 protons of the second
molecular site may be determined by transforming the dyadics of H^ and
H2 through a rotation of 180° about the y' (two- fold) axis. The tensors
1 1
for Hi and H2 are shown in Table 1.
Expressions for the expected line separation for all possible
orientations of the crystal in the external magnetic field are readily
obtainable. To first order, assuming isotropic g and neglecting the
nuclear Zeeman energy the measurable line separations will be the
projections of each hyperfine coupling tensor along the magnetic field.
These projections may be expressed in terms of the matrix elements shown
in Table 1 and trigonometric functions.
The procedure may best be described by developing one of the
expressions. Consider the case where the crystal was mounted so that it





axes with respect to the x, y, z laboratory system (previously defined)
are; x' coincides with -y, y' lies along x, and z' is coincident with z.
The location of x', y 1 and z' may be defined with respect to the x, y, z
system by the transformation matrix T where
T = 1
\0 1/
If A is defined, for convenience sake, to be the matrix of the hyperfine
tensor of Hi expressed in the primed coordinate system, 5. the matrix
representing the hyperfine tensor of H^ expressed in the laboratory
coordinate system can be found by the expression
I = TAT'
where T' is the transpose of T.
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Proton
Tensor in x'm y 1 ,
Axis System
Z» Direction Cosines in
x', y', z' Axis System
Hi -35.07 -16.28 3.32 (0.9329,-0.35 70,-0.0466)
-16.28 -73.43 14.36 (0.2564, 0.5678, 0.7822)
3.32 14.36 -72.51 (0.2528, 0.7417,-0.6213)
H
2
-85.29 -8.23 13.92 (-0.2473,0.8209,-0.5147)
-8.23 -39.55. -12.87 (0.2561, 0.5677, 0.7824)




-35.07 16.28 3.32 (0.9329, 0.3570,-0.0466)
16.28 -73.43 -14.36 (0.2564,-0.5678,-0.7822)
3.32 -14.36 -72.51 (-0.2528,0.7417, 0.6213)
1
9 -85.29 8.23 13.92 (-0.2473,-0.8209,-0.5147)
8.23 -39.55 12.87 (-0.2561, 0.5677,-0.7824)
13.92 12.87 -56.22 (0.9345,-0.0617, 0.3506)
Table 1. Coupling tensors (Mc/s) of the four inequivalent protons
present in a unit cell of irradiated zinc acetate dihydrate,













-a32 a31 a33 /
Now if we consider the general case where the crystal has been rotated
about its x' axis by an angle !X 5 no longer represents the hyperfine
coupling tensor of H, in the laboratory system. However, we can easily
arrive at a matrix B which does represent the coupling tensor of Hi in
the x, y, z system for all rotations about the x 1 axis. Recalling that
x
1 is coincident with the y axis the rotation may be considered to be
about the y axis. If we therefore describe the positions of the x, y, z
axes after rotation with respect to their reference positions by means
of the transformation matrix
sin <* cos <^
10
sin o{ cos c<
we can arrive at B by performing the operations indicated in the
expression
B = TAT'
However, since we are only interested in the projection of B on the z




it is easily shown that
2 2bg3 aoosi-11 *< + aggcos *x + 2a23sin &<• cos c<
In a like manner, expressions corresponding to rotation about x'
, y
1 and
z' axis by an angle c* for the four protons of the unit cell may be
developed. The results are, respectively,
t>33 a22 si^« + ag^cos2^ + 2a23sine< coso<
o o
^33 * a^sin*^ + aggcos^ oc + 2a^3sin«< cos^
boo aj^sin2 <* + a22 cos 2 << + 2a^2sin °^ cos°<
where the top sign of double signs refers to Hi and H2 and the bottom
sign corresponds to H, and H .
6.3 The Experimental Coupling Tensors
Measurements of the line splittings observed for rotations
about the y' (two-fold) crystal axis were trivial since effectively only
two coupling tensors exist because of the equivalence of the two magnetic
sites. Several of the experimental spectra are shown in Figure 11.
The determination of the line separations for rotations about
the z 1 axis was found to be a most difficult task. It was felt that
line broadening, resulting in otherwise nonexistant superpositions, due
to the existence of intense second order lines was the major cause of
difficulty. The complexity of the spectra encountered is shown in
Figure 13.
Spectra were taken at rotation intervals of 5° about the x'
axis in hopes that some of the difficulties encountered in the inter-
pretation of the spectra taken about the z' axis might be avoided. Again,
however, determination of measurements was not trivial. Again, complex
hyperfine structures were encountered. It was determined that meaningful
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measurements were not possible unless the behavior of the center structure
for the spectra between 0° and 90° rotation was postulated to be that of
two lines converging until at 55° and 60° they are coincident and then
splitting into two lines again for subsequent rotations. The consequence
of this hypothesis is that several lines must then be identified as
second order lines which are of intensity comparable to that of the
postulated first order lines. Spectra for various angles of rotation
about the x' axis are shown in Figure 12.
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7. Results
As previously indicated in Section 6.1, a comparison of the ESR
spectrum of the radical present in irradiated zinc acetate dihydrate
taken prior to conversion with the spectrum of the methyl radical in
single crystals of sodium acetate trihydrate irradiated and examines at
77°K (14) provides strong evidence for the identification of the radical
present in zinc acetate dihydrate as the methyl radical. The proton
hyperfine splitting in the experimental spectrum was -61.7 Mc. This
is in good agreement with the value of -63.1Mc reported by Kispert and
Rogers (14) .
A polar plot of the experimental and expected hyperfine splitting
of 'CH2C02 for rotations about the y' axis is shown in Figure 15. It
was determined that the apparent disagreement of the two plots could
be removed if the expected line splitting curve was recalculated using
tensor matrices which were arrived at by performing a transformation of
90° about the y' axis on the matrices given in Table 1. The resulting
agreement between the experimental and expected splitting is illustrated
in Figure 16. The necessity of this transformation implies one of three
things; either the crystallographic axes x' and z' were incorrectly
identified in the macroscopic crystal; the crystallographic axis identi-
fication performed by Schoening, et al (27) was in error; or the orien-
tation of the acetate ion is not that in the unperturbed crystal. Since
it was determined that the angles between the four adjacent faces in the
macroscopic crystal having their common edge parallel to the two-fold
axis were found to be in nearly exact agreement (80°-21' vs 80°-00',
100°-11' vs 100°-00\ 80°-21' vs 80°-00', 99°-59' vs 100°-90") with



















as the be plane as reported (27) , it is felt that the crystallographic
axes were identified in the macroscopic crystal so as to be consistent
with the identification proposed by Schoening, et al (27) .
The recalculated coupling tensors and direction cosines of the
four inequivalent protons present in the unit cell are shown in Table 2.
Figures 17 and 18 show the expected (calculated as indicated in
Section 6.3) and experimental hyperfine splitting for rotations about
the x' and z' axes respectively. In both cases a basic agreement be-
tween expected and experimental data is apparent. Those areas where
agreement between expected and experimental splitting is poor may be
considered to result from the presence of strong second order lines in
the experimental spectra for those particular orientations.
The matrix elements of the experimental hyperfine coupling tensors
were calculated from the experimental line separations with the aid of
the formulae developed in Section 6.2. The tensors and their direction
cosines are given in Table 3. The estimated experimental error in the
principal values of the coupling tensors is +. 5Mc.
The angle between the C^H, and C2H2 bonds was calculated from the
two bond eigenvectors, (0.0173, 0.2859, 0.9581) and (0.5843, -0.7211,
-0.3722), to be 123.5° ± 5° where the experimental error was estimated.
The value is within the experimental error of the angle 120 which would




Tensor in x 1
, y 1 , z 1 Direction Cosines in






-72.51 14.36 -3.32 (0.0466, 0.3570, 0.9329)
14.36 -73.43 16.28 (0.7822, 0.5678,-0.2564)
-3.32 16.28 -35.07 (-0.6213, 0.7417,-0.2528)
H
2
-56.22 -12.87 -13.92 (-0.5147, 0.8209, 0.2473)
-12.87 -39.55 8.23 (0.7824, 0.5678,-0.2560)




-72. 6J. -14.36 -3.32 (0.0466,-0.35 70, 0.9329)
-14.36 -73.43 -16.28 (0.7822,-0.5678,-0.2569)
-3.32 -16.28 -35.07 (0.6213, 0.7417, 0.2528)
1
H2 -56.22 12.87 -13.92 (0.5147, 0.8209,-0.2473)
12.87 -39.55 -8.23 (0.7824,-0.5677,-0.2561)
-13.92 -8.23 -85.29 (0.3506, 0.0617, 0.9345)
Table 2. The revised expected coupling tensors of'CFLCOp
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Proton Axis System Values x', y' , z' Axis System
H
i
-73.02 12.44 -2.83 -92 + 5 (0.0173, 0.2859, 0.9581)
12.44 -78.32 15.98 -64 + 5 (0.8261, 0.5358,-0.1748)
- 2.83 15.98 -28.74 -24 + 5 (-0.5633,0.7945,-0.02269)
H
2
-55.45 -7.27 -13.32 -91 ± 5 (0.5843,-0.7211,-0.3722)
-7.27 -50.35 12.53 -60 ± 5 (0.7534, 0.6525,-0.0814)
-13.32 12.53 -83.17 -38 ± 5 (0.3016,-0.2329, 0.9246)
1
Hl -73.02 -12.44 -2.83 -24 + 5 (0.0173,-0.2859, 0.9581)
-12.44 -78.32 -15.98 -64 ± 5 (0.8261,-0.5358,-0.1748)
-2.83 -15.98 -28.74 -92 ± 5 (0.5633, 0.7945, 0.2269)
H2 -55.45 -7.27 -13.32 -38 ± 5 (0.5843, 0.7211,-0.3723)
7.27 -50.35 -12.53 -60 + 6 (-0.7534,0.6525, 0.0814)
-13.32 -12.53 -83.17 -91 ± 5 (0.3016, 0.2329, 0.9246)
Table 3. The experimental coupling tensors (Mc/s) of'CHLCO,,,
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8. Conclusions
A general computer program for predicting the ESR spectra of
polyoriented free radicals has been investigated. Although limited
success was achieved it is felt that further modifications of the method
used to approximate the spin Hamiltonian could raise the proficiency of
the program to an acceptable level. The continuance of the development
of this program is justified in that in its present form it offers
approximately a 5-fold reduction in computation time as compared to
the program reported by Lefebvre and Maruauni (19)
.
The identification of the methyl radical made by Kitaoka, et al (15)
as the paramagnetic species initially created when zinc acetate dihydrate
is irradiated has been verified. In addition, the apparent conversion
of this radical into another paramagnetic species has been observed.
The tentative identification of'CR^CC^ as the long lived free radical
formed in irradiated zinc acetate dihydrate after conversion has been
substantiated by several means. The splitting of the centerline of the
room temperature spectrum with decreasing temperature is considered to
result from hindered internal rotation of the two hydrogen atoms about
the £(- carbon. This phenomena was found to be analogous to other
rate processes which have been previously observed in magnetic resonance
spectra (9) . The low temperature spectra observed for rotations about
the y' (two-fold) axis were found to be in agreement with those expected
for the «CH2C02 radical positioned at two magnetically inequivalent sites
in the unit cell for all orientations. Similarly, the low temperature
spectra for rotations about the x' and z 1 axes were consistent with the
model. Calculated hyperfine interaction tensors for the four inequivalent
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protons of the unit cell were found to be in basic agreement with those
determined from experimental measurements. However, agreement would not
have been attained without assuming the presence of intense second order
lines in several of the spectra.
The validity of the proposed identification of certain spectral
lines as second order may be checked by performing a calculation to
determine a rigorous solution of the spin Hamiltonian. Such a calcu-
lation will be carried out in the near future.
Further evidence for the identification of the radical present in
zinc acetate dihydrate after conversion may be obtained by performing
the tensor determination experiment with single crystals grown from
13 13
solutions of Zn( CH3COO) 2 ' 2H2O and Zn(CH3 COO) 2 -2H20. The presence
of additional hyperfine structure in the resulting spectra and the
identification of this structure as that expected for the interaction
of the unpaired electron with the nuclear spin (I * %) of the °<- carbon
13 1
3
(for Zn( CH3COO) 2 -2H20) and the carboxyl carbon (for Zn(CH3 COO) 2 «2H20)
would certainly bolster the evidence for the model.
In view of the results of this experiment it is felt that further
x-ray examination of the structural features of zinc acetate dihydrate
is justified in that the results of this study imply that the a and c
crystallographic axes as defined by Schoening, et al (27) are in actuality
interchanged.
Finally, the presence of another paramagnetic species in irradiated
zinc acetate dihydrate is suspected. The species is relatively short
lived and becomes essentially non-existent approximately twelve hours
after irradiation at room temperature. The identification of this
species may be very difficult as its spectrum is masked by that of the
long lived species -CH2C02. No attempt was made to identify this species.
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APPENDIX 1
A Computer Program for Calculating dF( <^>)/d^> .
The curves illustrated in Figure 8 were calculated and drawn with the
aid of the computer program illustrated in this appendix. The program
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19. ABSTRACT
An electron spin resonance analysis of irradiated zinc acetate dihydrate,
Zn(CHoCOO)2"2H20 has been made. The methyl radical, «CHo has been identified
in the spectra of polycrystalline samples irradiated at 77°K and examined at
103°K. The proton hyperfine splitting was determined to be -61.7 ± 1.0 Mc.
The conversion of -CH3 into a radical tentatively identified as -CH2C02 was
observed. The conversion is believed to occur too rapidly to be observed in
spectra of samples irradiated at 300°K. The X, Y, Z components of the hyper-
fine interaction tensors of the *l and ^ 2 protons of-CH2C02 have been
tentatively determined to be : -92 ± 5, -64 ± 5, -24 ± 5; and -91 ± 5, -60 ± 5,
-38 + 5 Mc respectively. The X,Y,Z orthogonal axis system was formulated with
the Z axis along the CH^ bond and the X a»is perpendicular to Z and in the plane
of the CH and CC bonds. The tensor elements were calculated from first order
perturbation theory although second order lines of significant intensity were
observed. The H1CH2 angle was found to be 123.5° ± 5°. The limits of error
on tensor components and the bond angle were estimated. Orientations of the
CH bonds were found to be rotated 90° about the b axis from the location
implied by the crystal structure.
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